Serum CYFRA 21-1 in advanced stage non-small cell lung cancer: an early measure of response.
Our objective was to test the prognostic importance of both the pretreatment level and change in serum CYFRA 21-1 after one cycle of chemotherapy in patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and to compare these two CYFRA variables to routine clinical stage and response as measured by imaging. Our patients consisted of 58 with advanced NSCLC who were treated with chemotherapy. Fourteen were stage IIIa, 8 stage IIIb, and 36 stage IV, and none had received previous treatment. The choice of chemotherapy was left to the discretion of the treating physicians. We collected two serum samples, one before the first cycle of chemotherapy and the second before the second cycle, and analyzed these for serum CYFRA 21-1 using an electrochemiluminescence immunoassay and the ElecSys 2010 system (Roche Diagnostics Corp., Indianapolis, IN). We expressed changes in CYFRA in terms of the natural ratio logarithm of post-treatment to pretreatment CYFRA, and we used the Cox proportional hazards model to analyze survival time. Patients experienced an average drop of 27% in serum CYFRA after the first cycle of chemotherapy. Furthermore, the Cox model demonstrated that both the initial natural logarithm of serum CYFRA and presence of >27% drop in CYFRA were significantly related to subsequent survival (model P < 0.0006), but neither clinical stage nor clinical response related to survival (P > 0.1). In advanced stage NSCLC, the initial level of serum CYFRA appears to provide more prognostic information than clinical stage. Furthermore, a drop of >27% in CYFRA after one cycle of therapy adds prognostic information, so that this threshold appears to be an early measure of response to chemotherapy.